Applications in focus

Wind energy

Solutions of Reinhausen for efficient operation
and grid connection of wind energy plants
and wind power plants

Maximum energy yield –
onshore and offshore
With an extensive range of application-specifically designed products and customized services, the REINHAUSEN Group supports
you worldwide in the technical and economic optimization of
both power generation by wind power and the transmission of
electrical energy. You can also profit from the extensive knowhow of our experts during the handling of large projects and from
our worldwide technical service network.

VACUTAP® VR

On-load tap-changers designed for the
requirements of wind power plants
Primarily voltage fluctuations caused by the current flow of the
fluctuating input increase the demands on the voltage-regulating
functions of the transformer. These transformers have greater
voltage regulation ranges and frequent switching procedures and
this is the primary area in which the vacuum technology of our
on-load tap-changers has proven itself. Our vacuum on-load tapchangers of the VACUTAP® series offer you economic advantages
particularly for offshore plants. For example, VACUTAP® VR I HD
requires no maintenance up to 600,000 switching operations.
Together with the reliable TAPCON® voltage regulators and the
monitoring systems of the TAPGUARD® series, the VACUTAP® onload tap-changers help you to reduce operating costs substantially.
In addition, the vacuum on-load tap-changers of the VACUTAP®
series are the only ones that are designed for oil transformers
with alternate insulation fluids which are environmentally
friendly and also have a much higher flashpoint.

Accessories for high operational safety
and longer lifespans
If you want to prevent power transformer failures at substations/
converter stations or at transformers within the wind turbines or
increase their availability and lifespan, you can rely on the extensive know-how and the long experience of our subsidiary
Messko. Products from Messko also function absolutely reliable
under the extreme conditions on the high seas and help to reduce
your operating costs.
The maintenance-free, sensor-controlled MTraB® dehydrating breather minimizes the danger of air moisture entering the transformer. In contrast to conventional dehydrating breathers, the drying
agent (silica gel) does not have to be replaced on the MTraB.

MTraB®

MDiT®

We offer you various solutions for monitoring the winding and oil
temperature as well as the oil level. For example, the COMPACT
MT-ST equipped with adjustable micro switches, the MDiT® pointer
thermometer, or the oil level indicators of the MTO series. The
MPreC® pressure relief device for transformers is a reliable protection system that increases the operating security of your
transformer.
Many of our Messko products are optionally available for offshore applications in accordance with DIN EN ISO 12944, part 6
with protection class C5 M to meet the demands of extreme
environmental and weather conditions on the high seas.

Compensation of reactive power and minimization
harmonics – optimally planned and implemented

With a high voltage alternating current connection (HVAC) of offshore wind parks and wind plants, the use of reactor-protected
compensation systems (switched in steps) is recommended. If
harmonics filtering is involved, active filter circuit systems are the
optimal solution. If the connection is made in the form of high
voltage direct current transmission (HVDC), filter circuit systems
for high voltage are used to reduce the harmonics and grid
resonances. Our Power Quality Management Division (PQM) offers
requirements-specific solutions for all voltage levels.
Thus the systems of PQM do not only contribute to the improvement of the availability of wind energy plants and wind parks in
the grid interconnection but also ensure the quality of yield in
the onshore by creating the prerequisites for obtaining higher
remuneration in accordance with the regulation on system services
by wind energy plants. This is achieved with an additional MR
network compensation system at the wind park.

Insulating shafts for wind turbine couplings
with added value
Today, not only a secure torque transmission and the balance of
displacements are required in shaft couplings for the drive train of
wind energy power plants. Our customers also expect from their
couplings and gear a safe and durable electrical insulation as an
effective protection for the gear, the generator and the downstream electronics. Couplings with integrated insulating shafts, that
consist of a GFRP tube with metal flanges, meet these requirements.
They contribute to the failure-free operation of the wind energy
plant and thus increase efficiency.
For the manufacturing of insulating shafts our subsidiary Reinhausen
Power Composites GmbH (RPC) offers high quality GFRP tubes
from own production. The know-how and the long experience in
assembling of metal flanges to GFRP tubes assure furthermore ideal,
long-term and stable connections. Further benefits are mechanical
and electrical FEM calculations for the design of insulating shafts
according to your requirements.

Medium voltage/Filter circuits installed in portable station modules
RPC shaft coupling

On- and offshore wind plants or wind park complexes require a
great deal of very detailed planning. This primarily involves the
compensation of capacitive and inductive reactive power and
minimization of harmonics on the grid.
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